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Further Studies on the Pyrolysis of Polytetrafluoroethylene 
in thelPresence of Various Gases 

J. D. Michaelsen and 1. A. Wall 

The t h er mal decomposit ion of polytetrafluoroethylene in t he presence of gases or 
vapors h as been exp lored in t he range 4500 to 5000 C. Gases th a t have been used ca n be 
di vid ed into t hree groups, depending on whether t hey inhibit, catalyze, or exer t no effect 
on the t hermal-decomposit ion process. Fluorine-containing gases, i. c., ClF3 and IFs, 
which are capa ble of dissocia t ing at t he pyrolys is te mperatures to give fluori ne atoms, 
showed t he most m arked inhibi t ion ye t observed. From the brevity of t he dura tio n of 
inhibi t ion , i t is concluded t hat t he fluorine a toms directly atta ck t he pol y mer to produce 
sc iss ions t hrough a metathetica] r eaction. 

1. Introduction 

Poly LeLrafluOl'oe Lh ylene is the mos t Lhennally 
s table lineal' polymer known at the present time . 
Therefore, a considcrable l1lunber of inves tigations 
have b een carri ed ou t a t the Bureau in an effort to 
extend its useful tempera Lure range . Polymers of 
tetrafluoroethylene prepared with different ca talys ts 
[1] 1 or with admixed organic and inorganic solids 
{2] were found not to b e differen t from commercial 
samples in th eir rates of thermal volatiliza tion. The 
lack of inhibitory effecLs with the admixed solids 
and th eir obvious incompatihili ty with poly te tra-

kl 

fluoroeLhylene sugges ted th a t gases tha t could 
diffuse into the m a terial would produce more pro
nounced effects. In a previous article [3] the r esul ts 
of such a s tudy were r eported. Both ca talys is and 
inhibition were observed, although some gases 0[' 

vapors produced no effec t . 
These r esults are interpreten in t erms of free

radical chain m echanisms [4, 5], which arc applicable 
to the degradation of numerous polymers. In the 
case of polytetrafiuoroethylene the following m echa
nism appears applicable for its thermal decomposi
tion in a v acuum or under ni trogen. 

P-->R- CF2- CF2- CF2· + R- CF2' Initiation 

k2 

R- CF2- CF2- CF2· -->R- CF2·+ CF2= CF2 PropagaLion 

(1) k, 

2R- CF2·-->P or 2P 

and/or T ermination 

k' 

R mCF2• --:evaporation 
} 

The P r epresents any size polymer , R is part of a 
polymer chain , the k's ar e the specific rate constants, 
a nd R m is a chain of about 70 carbon atoms. 

This picture of th e degradation admits the possi
bility of inhibiting the weigh t loss of the polymer by 
increasing the probability of a termination step 
compared to the propagation (01' depolymerization) 
step . 

The earlier study [3] has shown that it is possible 
t o inhibit the degradation of the polymer to some 
extent by a termin a tion reaction in which a molecule 
or an atom from the gas combines with the polymer 
radical. However, along with this inhibition is a 

l l' igurcs i n brackcls ind ica te thc li teraturc referenccs a t the end of this papcr. 

catalytic effect, presumably caused by the r eaction 
of an atom with the polymer chain to give a new 
polymer radical. This catalytic effect also causes a 
drop in molecular weight. Specifically then, the 
applicable additional steps for thr. mechanism of 
this inhibition with hydrogen is 

k" 

R- CF 2- CF 2' + Hz~R-CF 2- CF zH + H · 

I" " 

H+H-~H2 
(2) 
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The effect of the k3 step is to counteract the inhibition 
produced by the k~' step. The net r esult is a conver
sion of the unraveling m echanism to a random one, 
which initially has a very slow rate of volatilization 
but in subsequ ent stages becomes faster than the 
rate under vacuum. As the temperatme is raised, 
the length of the inhibition period becomes less and 
less, until at 4800 C or higher th e over-all effect is 
catalytic. 

From this m echanism it is to b e expected that the 
best inhibition s tep is one in which a very strong 
bond is formed in the inhibition reaction, whereas 
a weak bond is formed in th e catalytic r eaction . In 
other words, if the inhibiting gas is AB , a strong 
C- A bond is desired giving a very stable B radical 
so that BF is labile. 

From a consideration of the bond-dissociat ion 
energies listed in table 1 it was conceivable that 
fluorine would have an inhibitory effect. The r esults 
of a study along these lines arc reported h ere, 
along with som e experiments with other gases and 
vapors and with more complicated mixtw·es, such 
as an Hz and NO mixture and C12 and NO mixture. 

TABLe 1. Bond-dissociation energies [61 

x x- x X - F c- x 
.---~ 

kcal kcal kcal L __________ 35 53 [9] 
B L ____ ----------- 45 50 [8] 65 
CL _____ 57 60 78 F __________________ 37 [7] 37 [7] 114 [10] 

J L _____ ______ 0. ___ - 100 148 90 

2 . Experimental Reagents 

The polymer used was in the form of a water 
suspension obtained from E. 1. du P ont de Nemours & 
Co., I nc., and designated by them as TD- 3. The 
suspension was frozen and th en dried in a vacuum 
while frozen , and the powder so obtained II-as used 
in the experiments. 

The Freons ,nre all from E. 1. du Pont de N emoms 
& Co., Inc. , and the bromine, chloroform , eumene, 
pyridine , aniline, nitrobenzene, and benzaldehyde 
were obtained from Fisher Scientific Co . in the pmest 
grades available. The KO, Clz, CIF3, and H 2 were 
the purest ob tainable from Matheson Co., Inc. The 
IF5 was obtained from the General Chemical Co . as 
research grade. 

The CF3I was prepared in the Bmeau according 
to the procedure of H enn e and Finnegan [11 ] by th e 
decomposition of per£luoro silver acetate in the 
presence of 12 and pmification by distillation (bp
- 22 0 C). 

3. Experimental Procedure 

The rate of degradation was m easured by deter
mining th e weight loss of the polymer after periodic 
heating under the various flowing gases. T he 

sample of polym er was usually about 1 g in size and 
was placed in a porcelain boat for heating for all but 
the corrosive gases ClF3 and IF5 . For these two 
gases th e sam ples were heated in a nickel boat, 
which was fo und not to corrode during the coursc of 
th e experiment. 

T he porcelain boats were heated in a glass tube 
surrounded with a brass furnace. The temperature 
was determined by a th ermocouple placed in the 
tube so as to center the space above the porcelain 
boat. The temperature was regulated "with a hand
operated powers tat to ± 10 C. 

B ecause of the verv corrosive nature of fluorine 
and the fluorine-halogen compounds, especially at ~, 
the temperatm es of pyrolysis, i t was found by 
experien ce that a tube of nickel was needed to con
tain the reaction. For th is pmpose a special nickel 
tube was obtained, and its ends were machined so 
as to fi t a 29 /42 standard-taper joint. The rest of the 
apparatus leadillg to the tube and away from the Lube 
was made of glass. It was attached to the nickel 
tube by m eans of t-wo water-cooled joints. Although 
the glass would corrode during the experiments, this 
corrosion was slow compared with the over-all 
durat ion of the experiments. 

A brass furnace placed arou nd the nickel tube was 
used to bring the tube t o the desired temperature. 
The tempera ture was measured in the space be tween 
th e furnace and the nickel tube by an iron-con
stantan thermocouple. The ends of this space were 
plugged with asbestos paper. 

A typical m easurement was made by first placing 
th e boat containing a \veighed sample of th e polymer 
in the unheated portion of the tube. The system 
was then thoro ughly flushed with the gas or vapor 
under study, and a steady flow was established. 
The temperature of the furnace was brought up to, 
and m aintained at, the desired level. The boat was 
push ed into the furnace. Th e manually operated 
variable transformer sometim es had to be rcad
justed in order to maintain the des ired temperature. 
Temperature equilibrium was usually reached about 
3 to 4 min after the introduction of the boat into the 
furnace. The time at which the temperature first 
reached the desired level was taken as the zero time 
for that particular run. At the end of a given 
interval of t ime, usually 1 hI', the boat vms with
dra"wn from the furnace into the unheated part of the 
tube. This time was taken as the end of the interval 
of pyrolysis. E xperience showed that it made no 
difference to the results whether the boat was with
drawn from the tube and allowed to cool to room 
temperature in th e air or left to cool in the tube. 

vVhen pyrolyzed in a vacuum or under nitrogen, 
polytetrafluoroethylene was found to retain its 
original form [3]. In many of th e experiments re
por ted here the polymer became very fluid at the 
temperature of pyrolysis. Al though th e molecular 
weight of the polymer could not be determined quan
titatively, this change in viscosity from a solid to 
what is often a very fluid liquid was taken as an in
dication of a very pronounced drop in molecular 
weight during the course of pyrolysis under the gases. 
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The materials with boiling points above room tem
peratme were usually introduced by passing nitrogen 
as a carrier through the liquid at room temperature 
and passing the N2 saturated with the vapor into the 
system . Water, however, was boiled directly into 
the flow system in which case the vapor pressure was 
near atmospheric. 

4 . Results 

The gases studied are divided into three groups 
according to their effect on the rate of volatilization 
at 4600 and 470 0 C: (1 ) Those gases that exhibit a 
catalytic effect on the rate from the beginning of the 
study, (2) those that produce little or no effect on the 
rate, and (3) those that produce an initial inhihitory 
effect. Thc gases uscd and their effects are shown in 
tablc 2. Because it has been shown [3] that the rate 
under N 2 (e. g., 0.017 % per minute at 457 0 C) is 
quite close to thosc observcd previously under 
vacuum (e. g., 0.017 % per minute at 453 0 C) [12], 
the results under N2 are used as blank runs for com
parison purposes in these experiments. 

TABLE 2. Effect of various gases on the thermal decomposi
tion of polytetrajlu01'oethylen e 

In hibitor)' Catal~· tic No effect 

IF, H ,S' 1\ 211. 
C II?, H 2O C' ,JI,CF, " 
llza 0 " l3r , 
Cho. SO,· CC Is II 
Ch "nd .'\'0 (10: 1) NOa C, IJ,NH , 

CCI" H,and.'\'O (3: 1) CCh F, 
CC IF'zI-[ J\ 1-[, C F, I 
C, II ,C I[, · Pyridine C F, I[ 
C, II ,"i O, --- -- ------- - CJ,andNO (I: I) 
C,li,CHO -- -- - -- --- -- - -- --

a Pf'evious work. referen ce l3}. 

4 .1. Catalytic Effect 

I 

The curves represe nLing Lhe degradaLion of poly
te trafluoroethylene under several gases a nd vapors 
exhibiting catalytic cffects are shO'lvn in figure 1, in 
which the percentage of weight loss of poly tetra
fluoroeLhylene is plotted versus tim e. In these cases 
the slopes of the CUl'ves are greater than that of the 
blank, i. e., degradaLion under N2. The gases shown 
exhibiting this effect are H 20 , NH3, and a mixture of 
3 moles of H2 to 1 mole of NO. Pure N O was previ
ously found to be catalytic but not to the extent of 
this H2 and NO system , whereas, on the other hand, 
pure Hz was found Lo be an inhibitor at these tem
peratures [3]. The combination of Hz and NO 
seems Lo have the sam e effect as an increase in tem
perature docs, i . c., decreases the period of inhibit,ion. 
Because hydrogen aLoms arc most s urely formed as 
intermediates in these reactions, it is possible Lhat 
the NO could increase the steady state cOllcentra
Lion of the atoms by catalyzing thr rate of ini tiation 
of the over-all rate. A steady-state eoncenLration 
of hydrogen atoms greater than the equilibrium value 
might hav(' becn indicated by the observatio n LhaL 
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FJG lJ RE 1. P yrolysis of polytetmjl1w1"Oethyiene in the presence 
of hydrogen-containing gases . 

0 , Ammonia; .t h ydrogen and n itric oxide in 3:1 mole ratio; ~, waler vapor; 
D . hydrogen; dashed lino, nitrogen; tcmpcrat w'c 4700 C; pressure r-v 1 stmos· 
phel'c. 

the Nichrome wire would glow when inserted into 
the reaction sysLem above the polymer. The cataly
sis of the recombination of the atoms on the metal 
giving a high heat of recombination could cause this. 
On the other hand, th e hydrogen could have reacted 
with the NO on the wire to give a very exoLhermic 
reaction producing N 2 and H 20 . Thus Lhe water 
produced from Lhe reacLion of atomic hydrogen and 
NO , together with the N O mig ht give Lhe increased 
catalytic effect of Lhe mixture. Wa ter in a separate 
experiment was found to have a catalytic eITect. 

The caLalyLic effeet of Lhe waLeI' vapor seems to 
confirm th e suspected polar or ionic charaeter of the 
C- F bond. This enhanced decomposition of the 
polymer in the presence of H20 parallels the behavior 
of metal fluorides. 

The NH3, besides givin g an over-all caLalytic 
effect, was found to be incorporated in the polymer 
in large proportions. Because of tltis fact , li ttle 
can be said about its mode of action. 

4.2 . No Effect 

Those compounds listed in table 2 that show no 
effect may have some influenco on the rate at other 
temperatures and may interact with t he polymer. 
However, at the temperatures at which these experi
ments were studied, i . e., 4500 to 480 0 C, the rate 
of degradation of the polymer under these gases was, 
within a factor of two, the same as for N 2. 

It seems definite, however , that very liLtle, if 
any, reaction is taking place between t he degrading 
polymer and CF31 or CF3H . This is extremely 
interesting and would seem to indicaLe either high 
C- H and C- I bond sLrengLhs in these compounds 
or an except ional in ertness of t he CF3. radical. 
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4.3. Inhibitory Effect 

The best inhibitors, as a study of bond-strength 
data might lead one to expect, were those that 
decomposed to give F z, e. g., ClF3 and IF5. Their 
effects, when comparcd with those of C12 and N z, 
are shown in figuTc 2; the result that at 4800 C 
these fluorine-containing halides exhibit only a cat
alytic effect is not shown. When in contact with 
the fluorine-containing gases the polymer liquefi ed, 
and the rate of weight loss approached or surpassed 
that caused by N2 after 5 to 7 hours at the indicated 
temperatmes. Although a 1: 1 mixture of C12 and 
NO gave but little effect, a 10:1 mixture had about 
the same effect as Cl2 alone, as shown in figure 3. 

The polymerization inhibitor, nitrobenzene, was 
found to be smprisingly good despite its low vapor 
pressure. 
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FIGURE 2. Pyrolysis of po/ytetrajl1loroethylene in the presence 
of halogen gases. 

• Ch loril1e at 470 0 C ; b., chlorine trifluor ide at 4700 C; 0, iodine pentafluor id c 
at' 4600 C; upper dashed line, nitrogen at 4700 C; lower dashed line, nitrogen 
at 4600 C. 
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FIGURE 3. Pyrolysis of polytetrajluoroethylene in the presence 
of additional gases. 

b., Chlorine; D, chlorine and nitric oxide in 10:1 mole ratio; 0, ni trobenzene; 
dashed line, nitrogen ; temperature 4700 C. 

5 . Discussion 

The aim of this work was to find an inhibitor for 
the thermal decomposition of the polymer that 
would be effective at 5000 C and yet would not cause 
a rapid decrease in the molecular weight of the poly
mer. As pointed out in the introduction, the effort 
was directed to the search for a compound that 
would terminate the fluorocarbon radical, and still 
not produce in this reaction a radical that is too 
r cactive. Fluorine was found to be the best inhib
itor, but it still apparently caused a certain induced 
reaction or catalytic effect. There is very likely 
present a large concentration of F atoms because 
the bond energy of Fz is low. A lower concentra
tion of F z, through the use of IF5 at its room-tem
perature vapor pressure, gave no significant increase 
in inhibition. 

Thus, the rapid onset of fluidity in the polymer 
and the failure to obtain a longer inhibition time 
than that observed, suggest that F atoms attack 
the polymer chains in the following manner: 

F· + -CFzCF zCF2- ---->-CF2CF3+-CF2· 

Such reactions are probably more exothermic in the 
fluorocarbon system than in the corresponding 
hydrogen-hydrocarbon system. In the latter sys
tem the low probability of metathetical reactions 
hail b een studied theoretically [13] and experimentally 
[14]. An important objection to these reactions is 
the high energy of activation of these steps due to 
the shielding of the carbon and the low resonance 
energy in the activated complex resulting from the 
large displacement of the carbon atom from its 
eq uilibrium position. 

In the fluorine-fluorocarbon system, however, no 
alternative low activation process is possible. Also, 
only a very few breaks need be induced by the above 
reaction for thc process to be entirely random. If 
such a reaction is ruled out, then one needs to assume 
a very short kinetic chain length in order to explain 
t he decomposition reaction in the absence of gases. 
However, this is contradicted by the observed 
kinetic behavior. 

In the previous work [3] with H2 and Cl2 it was 
considered likely that the failure to obtain a greater 
degree of inhibition was th e result of the attack re
action, k3' by the H or CI atoms formed by the in
hibition reaction, lc~ (see eq. 2). Consequently, the 
mixtures of gases, H 2 with NO, and Cl2 with NO, 
were tried with the idea that one gas (NO) would 
inhibit th e attack reaction, lc3• From table 2 it is 
clear that the results were in the opposite direction. 

Along with these ideas and results may be placed 
the fact that an increase in temperature very rapidly 
increases the rate of catalysis relative to inhibition. 
Concurrently, changing the partial pressure of the 
inhibiting gas influences the ratio slightly. This 
indicates that the order of tbe rate of inhibition with 
respect to the inhibiting gas is different from that 
for the catalytic step. Therefore, steps k3 and k~' 
must both be important in the kinetic scheme pro
posed. 
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This can best be seen from the following C011-
siderf1Lio11s. If a s teady sta Le in hydrogen a toms 
exists, then from equations lc~, 1r3' and lc~' 

d (H. ) /dt=O= le~ (RCF2 ·) (H 2) - le3 (fI. ) (R- CF2- R ) 

- lc~' (fI. ) 2. 

When le~' step is not important 

(fI.) 
le~'(H2) (RCF2 · ) 

(le3R- CF 2- R) 
Therefore , 

Rat e of inhihi Lion 
Rate of catalysis 

SubsLituting for (H.) , 

lc~ (H 2) (RCF 2·) 
le3(H. ) (R- CF2- R ) 

R aLc of inhibitio n 
R ate of caLalysis 

Conslrlll L= 1. 

Therefore , v f1rying Lhe hydrogen-ga s concentration 
should hf1ve no effect on this ratio nor should the 
temperatu re . 

However , if le~' s Lep is very important , Lhen to a 
firs t f1ppl'oximaL ion 

Therefore, subs titu Ling [01' (H· ), 

R a te of inhibi tioll 
R a te of ca talys is 

[le~' le~ ' (I-J2) eR- CF 2·) ]H 
le3 (R- CF 2- R ) . 

Consequently , by lowering the partial pressure of 
th e inhibiting gas, there should be an increase in Lhe 
catalytic effect rei aLive to inhibition. Also, as an 
increase in temperature in these experiments de
creases the inbibitory period , or rather markedly 
increases the rate of catalysis over a 10 to 20 deg C 
range, E3> >E~ , since E~'= O . 

Therefore, once a free radical or atom is formed 
in step le~ that will enter into rea ction in step le3 , it 
is better that E 3< E 4• Then inhibition increases 
fas ter with temperature than catalysis . No ex
ample of this type was observed in these experiments. 

The results in table 2 show a few anomalies. The 
firs t is th e inhibitory effect of CC14 and CClFzH 

comparcd witll no cA·ccL of CCl 3H , CFal-r, [Iud 
CCI2F2. 

Th e crrcctivcncs of the 10w-LempcraLure poly, 
mcriza( iOIl inhibi Lors, n itrobC ll zc ne and bell7.aldc
hyde, is surprising. Their effcct is Lo be COll
tras t,cc! with Lhose of an ilin e, wlliclt gavc no over-all 
effect a t Lhese high temperaturcs ; pyridinc, which 
actcd much like ammo ni a ; and bellzotrifluoridc, 
whi ch had previously [3] been shown to have no 
effcct. Thc a nilin e showed a sligh t ill hibitory 
effect, bu t it was less than a facLor of Lwo a t thcse 
tcmperaturcs. Its sligh t dfcct 011 the raLe data 
could bc atLributed to its ver r slow solution illto tb e 
bulk polymer. 

According to the bond data givcn in Lable 1 and 
thc di seussion givcn in the introduc tion , Lh e bchavior 
of Brz should con trast with LhaL of F 2. Bromine has 
no dIcct, whereas fluorin e-containing halides arc 
VC I"." good inhibitors, as can be sccn in table 2. 

Thc rcsults in gcncral indicate t lw L very good 
inhib iLors for ehc thcrmal dccomposilion o[ Iluorill e
containing pol.r mers are within the rcalm of possi
bilitv. It is a lso cvidc ll t from (ablc 2 that rclaLivel " 
smail changes in molecular s lru cturc or chcmical 
composition playa large rol e in the behavior of a 
givcn subsLancc . Thus ac hi cvcmcnL of (b e utmosL 
poss ible degree of inhibition will requ ire a larg(' 
amoullt of invcsLigation becau se of thc obvious 
neccss ity Lo balanec critically tllC variou s facLors. 
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